ADVANCED APPLICATION REPORTING (AAR)

Visibility to make informed business decisions

Gain comprehensive, enterprise-wide visibility into the composition of your Wide Area Network (WAN) traffic. Through our award-winning portal, WE Connect, AAR enables you to solve performance problems faster, make informed infrastructure investments and optimize network connectivity.

AAR collects, formats and displays WAN performance statistics into numerous reports that reflect activity using default intervals, including last hour, last day and last week.

This value-added solution gives you detailed reporting metrics of your traffic patterns, and aids with support, troubleshooting, new application deployment and bandwidth planning.

To learn more about Advanced Application Reporting, visit windstreamenterprise.com

Features

Performance reporting for MPLS VPN, Internet, UCaaS, Dynamic IP and Managed Router services
Numerous management reports and reporting intervals
Passive data collection without deploying on-site probes
Windstream-provided servers, collectors and polling devices
Reporting by each customer location

Benefits

Identify congestion for faster troubleshooting
Analyze trends to right-size network capacity
Generate on-demand or schedule email report delivery
Leverage a single interface to view reporting on all sites
Make informed WAN environment investments